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Synopsis 

 

Southern Railway traverses on East and West coast, and many 

bridges located in  Kerala, are across  perennial water bodies/back waters 

and hence, part of the substructure and foundation is not available for 

visual inspection by various inspecting officials. Thus in SR about 109 

such bridges require under water inspection. 

For the past so many years, the underwater inspection is carried 

out by conventional methods for the inspection of hidden members. 

Routine inspection is being done every year in which an experienced diver 

will access the components of the bridge and feel the condition by 

touching around the structure and submit a report. 

Detailed Underwater Inspection is carried out based on the report 

of the Diver after the routine inspection or once in five years in which an 

experienced and competent person will dive with under-water camera, and 

access various components of the bridge and record videograph of the 

structure especially on the points mentioned by the Diver during the 

routine inspection. This Video will be played by the experts and the 

condition of the hidden structure will be ascertained. 

 Due to various limitations in the existing system  SRly has 

attempted the underwater inspection with  Remote Operated Robotic 

Vehicle(RROV) developed by M/S  M/S Planys Technologies, Chennai an 

IIT/Chennai start up venture. They have come forward and inspected the 

Br No-1, across Bhavani River   on trail basis in Coimbatore-Ooty section 

of Salem Division. This paper deals with the limitations of the existing 

system, technical methodology of the new system and the limitations. 

 

The conventional Method of underwater inspection 

 

 The Diver for both routine inspection and detailed inspection shall be equipped with 

following vital equipments: 

 SCUBA cylinders  

 Breathing regulators 

 Full face mask 

 Diving suite 

 Swim fins 



 Divers knife 

 Under water light 

 Communication system with 100m cable to surface unit 

 Waist belt 

 Breathing hose 

In addition, the diver engaged for the detailed inspection has to carry underwater 

camera system, connected cables for power supply and data connectivity to the ground 

station. The Diver’s concentration will be on self safety and partly consumed in handling 

these equipments and this heavy equipments would affect  the effectiveness of the inspection. 

The inspection can be done only up to certain depth and cannot be continued for longer 

duration  as the Diver may come out frequently .The defects noticed during these inspection 

is very much subjective according to the experience of the diver and the exact location and 

extent of the damage also cannot be ascertained accurately. The quality of the video was not 

up to mark and no efforts were made to process the videos using any other software filters. 

 

Limitations of the conventional method: 

 In both ie. Routine and  Detailed inspections , the quality of the outcome of the inspection 

is totally dependent on the human skill and his dedication 

 The effectiveness of the inspection is not consistent. 

 The output will vary with respect to change in the diver 

 The depth upto which Divers could access has limitation and in some of the bridges, 

divers could not access all around the structures. 

  As the bridge details are not geo-tagged in the video, the exact location of the defect 

cannot and the size of the defect cannot be found accurately. 

 

To overcome these shortcomings and limitations, an alternate mode of under-water 

inspection has been identified and employed by Southern Railway. Robotics Remote operated 

vehicle, RROV has been introduced to Southern Railway by M/S Planys technologies, Chennai 

an IIT/Madras start up venture. 

 

Technical details and methodology of RROV method 

 

RROV method: 

 In this method, a QHD/FHD (60/30/FPS) camera of low light visibility, 20X optical zoom 

capability camera is attached in ROV such that the same is highly stable and can be live 

stream 

 The robotic vehicle can be lowered into the water upto 200m deep, driven from surface in 

all the three directions and rotated 360deg. 

 Lighting arrangements (3X high intensity LED lights) are provided in the vehicle to 

enhance the quality of the video 

 Measuring laser system is attached in the vehicle which is used to measure the extent of 

the defects 



 The Vehicles movement is continuously recorded by GPS available in the base station 

and hence the location of the defects and any recordings can be exactly identified. 

 The video can be seen live and hence wherever required further detailing can be viewed 

and recorded, measurements taken 

 Wherever required, the surface can be cleaned using the cleaning system available in the 

vehicle. 

 The clarity of the video can also be enhanced by the application available with the system  

 Output can be generated in the tabular form, photo and video forms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  The defects can be accessed on the dash board and has the provision to access 

the raw Video, Filtered Video and the defect summery table 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The technical team of M/s Planys 

Technologies, Chennai conducting 

under water inspection of Br No-1 

across Bhavani River near 

Mettupalayam. 

 



Clear Images of the Defects noticed 
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Advantages over conventional system: 

 

 More clear and legible output 

 Exact location and extent of defects 

 Output in different format 

 Surface cleaning prior to the recording 

 All the areas of the submerged structure can be inspected without any restriction 

 Railway personnel can interact with the system and details can be obtained as per our 

requirement 

 No human interference and no risk to any human operators 

 Structures upto 200m depth can be inspected 

 As the camera used is of low light visibility, relatively clear videos in saline waters/turbit 

waters 

 Side sonar for accuracy. 

 

Limitations of RROV 

 

 Relative higher cost if isolated bridges are to be inspected 

 The video Quality is not as expected if the water is too turbid. 
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